Death ligand mediated apoptotic activation is a mode of programmed cell death that is widely used in cellular and physiological situations. Interest in studying death ligand induced apoptosis has increased due to the promising role of recombinant soluble forms of death ligands (mainly recombinant TRAIL) in anticancer therapy. A clear elucidation of how death ligands activate the type 1 and type 2 apoptotic pathways in healthy and cancer cells may help develop better chemotherapeutic strategies. In this work, we use kinetic Monte Carlo simulations to address the problem of type 1/ type 2 choice in death ligand mediated apoptosis of cancer cells. Our study provides insights into the activation of membrane proximal death module that results from complex interplay between death and decoy receptors. Relative abundance of death and decoy receptors was shown to be a key parameter for activation of the initiator caspases in the membrane module. Increased concentration of death ligands frequently increased the type 1 activation fraction in cancer cells, and, in certain cases changes the signaling phenotype from type 2 to type 1. Results of this study also indicate that inherent differences between cancer and healthy cells, such as in the membrane module, may allow robust activation of cancer cell apoptosis by death ligand induction. At the same time, large cell-to-cell variability through the type 2 pathway was shown to provide protection for healthy cells. Such elucidation of selective activation of apoptosis in cancer cells addresses a key question in cancer biology and cancer therapy.
Introduction
Death ligand induced apoptosis is a frequently used mode of cell death activation and is also important for its potential application in cancer therapy. Tumor necrosis factor related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL), or recombinant forms of that ligand, has particularly attracted recent attention due to its role as a promising anti-cancer agent [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, a clear mechanistic understanding of such selectivity in TRAIL induced apoptosis in cancer cells is still lacking. Expression levels of various pro-and antiapoptotic molecules in the membrane proximal and other signaling modules (in the apoptotic pathway) may modulate selectivity in cancer cell apoptosis. In a more general manner, the systems level regulatory mechanisms (such as the type 1/type 2 choice) of death ligand induced activation of the apoptotic death pathway needs to be clearly elucidated. Presence of decoy receptors that are also capable of engaging the death ligands makes it difficult to understand the mechanisms of death ligand induced activation of the membrane proximal module. Moreover, two distinct clustering mechanisms have been indicated for TRAIL decoy receptors [2, 5] providing additional complexities into the problem.
Death receptor activation, typically by death ligand engagement, is the mode of apoptotic activation in a wide variety of cellular and physiological situations. Death ligand induced apoptosis has been implicated in the death of strongly self-reactive immature lymphocytes (also for peripheral tolerance) [6] . In addition, death ligand mediated apoptosis might be involved in maintaining homeostasis of mature lymphocytes that have undergone clonal expansion (upon antigenic stimulation) [6] . Killing of pathogen infected cells or tumor cells by cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) and natural killer (NK) cells can be mediated by death ligands [7] . TRAIL was found to be constitutively expressed on immature NK cells and also on NK cells of adult liver, and, was shown to be involved in NK cell mediated suppression of tumor metastasis [8] . NK cell's TRAIL / Fas mediated killing of tumor cells might play an important role in the elimination of cancer stem cells as depletion of NK cells led to a significant increase in cancer stem cell population [9] . Role of TRAIL is also getting increasingly recognized in cancer immunotherapy [10] . In the context of Alzheimer's disease (a common form of neurodegenerative disorder), amyloid beta (Aβ) oligomers and aggregates were shown to engage both the type 1 (extrinsic) and the type 2 (intrinsic) pathways of apoptosis [11] [12] [13] . Therefore, a clear elucidation of the death ligand induced apoptosis may have implications for various important biological problems.
In our previous studies, we addressed the problem of understanding systems level regulation of type 1/type 2 choice in apoptotic activation [14, 15] . Results obtained from our computational studies indicated that type 1/type 2 choice is regulated at a systems level, both in healthy and cancer cells. In addition, analysis of our in silico data provided insights [14] into recent experimental studies that explored the type 1/type 2 choice in apoptotic activation. In a recent study, we showed that the concentration of death ligand is a key determinant of type 1/ type 2 choice in healthy cells [15] . Whether death ligand concentration also impacts the type 1/type 2 choice in cancer cells (in a manner similar to healthy cells) remains to be investigated. Such elucidations seem to be crucial for designing cancer therapies that rely on activating the apoptotic pathways by death ligand (such as TRAIL) induction.
Experimental studies including genomic analysis of cancer cells have indicated that the genome and proteome of cancer cells are markedly different from that in healthy cells. Anti-apoptotic proteins are frequently over-expressed in cancer cells making them particularly resistant to apoptotic activation. How it is then possible to activate the apoptotic pathways selectively in cancer cells in such a manner that healthy cells remain mostly protected, remains a challenging question that needs to be addressed before successful anti-cancer therapies can be developed based on apoptotic induction. In our earlier studies we addressed the mechanisms for selective killing of cancer cells such as by inhibition of Bcl2 family anti-apoptotic proteins [16] [17] [18] [19] . It seems likely that some of the pro-apoptotic molecules (such as Bid and Bax) are also overexpressed in certain cancer cells making them susceptible to apoptotic induction under Bcl2 inhibition [19] . However, over-expressions of anti-and pro-apoptotic molecules are cancer type specific (and possibly patient-specific), and, also varies within a tumor population. Thus studies need to be carried out to find suitable strategies for apoptosis induction in a specific case. Cancer cells in which p53 mediated pathway is defective become resistant to genotoxicity based chemotherapeutic treatments [20] but death ligand mediated apoptotic activation (possibly in combination with genotoxic or other types of chemotherapeutic treatments) still remains a viable option [21] . In many cancer types, TRAIL induction seems to induce apoptotic activation in cancer cells but normal cells are not significantly impacted [2] . In some of the earlier studies, TRAIL was found to be selective for cancer cells even though the receptor for TRAIL was present in many types of healthy cells [22, 23] . Differences in the expression levels of death and/or decoy receptors between cancer and healthy cells have been implicated in selective targeting of cancer cells [22] [23] [24] . Naturally found substances such as the medicinal fruit Phyllanthus emblica Linn. also seem to selectively activate the type 1 pathway in certain cancer cells [25] . Elucidating the precise mechanisms of such selective targeting of cancer cells through the death receptor mediated pathway is lacking but such elucidations may allow more effective cancer therapies. One needs to probe the mechanisms for: (i) death and decoy receptor engagement to death ligands that result in receptor clustering, (ii) selective activation of the membrane module in cancer cells, and, (iii) synergy between apoptotic vulnerability in the membrane module and that in type 1/type 2 pathways (in cancer cells).
In this work, we use kinetic Monte Carlo simulations to elucidate the single cell mechanisms of the type 1/type 2 choice in cancer cells in silico. Results obtained from this study indicates that over-expression of certain anti-apoptotic proteins may make cancer cells prone to either type 1 or type 2 activation. However, in most cases increased death ligand induction leads to an increase in type 1 activation, as also observed in our studies for healthy cells [15] . In some situations, increased death ligand concentration may actually change the signaling phenotype from type 2 to type 1. Consistent with earlier experimental studies, the DR / DCR ratio in the membrane module is shown to be a key determinant of the type 1/type 2 choice. Elucidations of type 1/type 2 choice in cancer cells also seem to provide crucial insights into the mechanisms of selective killing of cancer cells under TRAIL induction. In this context, single cell analysis of this study elucidates the role of cell-to-cell variability and slow activation in protecting healthy cells. In silico approaches can be utilized to find optimal strategies for selective apoptotic activation in cancer cells under death ligand induction.
Methods
We used Monte Carlo simulations to carry out computational study of death ligand induced apoptosis in cancer cells. A simplified network model of apoptotic cell death signaling, which incorporates key regulators in both type 1 and type 2 pathways (Figure  1 ), was simulated in silico. The extent of type 1/type 2 activation was assessed in a quantitative manner at the level of single cells. The signaling model for apoptotic cell death In our computational model, induction of death ligands (such as FasL, TRAIL) activates the initiator caspases (caspase 8) in the membrane proximal death module and thus acts as a trigger for apoptotic activation. Once caspase 8 is activated in the membrane module it initiates signaling through both type 1 and type 2 pathways. Death ligands bind with death receptors with high (~ nanomolar) affinity causing oligomerization of death receptors and recruitment of adaptor molecules through interaction between their death domains (DD) [2, 26] . Binding of adaptor proteins with ligand--bound death receptors (through death domains DD) has been estimated to be of moderate affinity (~ 10 6 M --1 ) [27] . This affinity might be higher as these adaptor molecules bind with pro--caspase 8 with high affinity ~ 10 8 M --1 . The adaptor molecules may also bind with free receptors but the binding affinity should be small so that spontaneous apoptotic activation (in absence of death ligands) does not occur in healthy cells (this binding affinity is set to zero in our current simulations). The clustered environment of death receptors and adaptor molecules is known as death inducing signaling complex (DISC) as it could recruit, cluster, and activate caspase 8. Death effector domains (DED) of inactive pro--caspase 8 molecules bind to DED of adaptor proteins and then get cleaved to active caspase 8 (when two procaspase 8 molecules are proximal). We also consider decoy receptors (not considered in our earlier studies) that lack death signaling capability as they cannot recruit adaptor proteins. Decoy receptors for TRAIL are known to inhibit formation of DISC by two distinct mechanisms: (i) for decoy receptor 1 (DCR1, also known as TRAIL--R3): by pre--clustering (likely in lipid raft domains [2] ) and then recruiting significant fraction of death ligands in those micro--clusters and (ii) for decoy receptor 2 (DCR2, also known as TRAIL--R4): by clustering with DR5 in DISC, upon death ligand engagement, but preventing DR4 recruitment in DISC [2, 28] . DR4 (TRAIL--R1) and DR5 (TRAIL--R2) are two well--studied receptors for TRAIL. In the first scenario, recruitment of death ligands in DCR1--raft regions supposedly leads to reduction in available death ligands for DR4/DR5 binding and thus inhibit DISC formation. In the second case, decoy receptor DCR2 clustering with DR5 seems to diminish clustering of caspase 8 within DISC as decoy receptors do not recruit adaptor proteins. Clustering of receptors was modeled through an effective free energy parameter E, which could capture the effective attraction (reduction in energy) when two receptors occupied neighboring nodes. For free (unbound) death receptors (and decoy receptors) the energy parameter was assumed to be small ~ --KB T to prevent spontaneous pre--clustering of receptor molecules. However, pre--clustering in lipid raft domains has been observed for DCR1 due to their GPI anchor [2, 28] . We lowered the value of the free energy parameter to E = --3KB T to capture such ligand independent clustering of receptors. Ligand binding was assumed to enhance the effective attraction between neighboring receptors resulting in a lowering of the free energy parameter from its basal value. For initially unclustered free receptors, ligand binding lowered the value of the free energy parameter to a value E = --3KB T. For pre--clustered receptors, ligand binding resulted in E = --4KB T (further lowering of free energy). The free energy parameter E, the number of receptors and ligands, and, the ligand binding affinity were found to be the key parameters for inducing receptor clustering and DISC formation. Active caspase 8 molecules engage both type 1 and type 2 pathways. In the type 1 pathway, caspase 8 directly activates the effector caspases (caspase 3/7). In the type 2 pathway, a second initiator caspase (caspase 9) is required for effector caspase activation and signal amplification. Initial routing of the activation signal through type 1/ type 2 pathways is governed by relative affinity of caspase 8 for pro--caspase 3 (type 1 pathway) and Bid (type 2 pathway) [15] . Final determination of the type 1/type 2 choice depends on how fast the activation signal propagates through each of those two pathways to finally activate caspase 3 [15] . In the type 2 pathway, signal propagation is regulated by the pre-- and post--mitochondrial signaling modules. In the pre--mitochondrial module, pro-- and anti--apoptotic Bcl2 family proteins determine the extent of Bax activation and cytochrome c release from mitochondria. In the post--mitochondrial module, cytochrome c binds with Apaf to form the multi--molecular cyto c--Apaf--ATP complex apoptosome. In the clustered environment of apoptosome, initiator caspase 9 is activated (similar to activation of caspase 8 within DISC), which in turn, activates the effector caspases. Apoptotic inhibitor XIAP binds to pro--caspase 9, caspase 9 and caspase 3, thus inhibits effector caspase activation in both type 1 and type 2 pathways. Activation of effector caspases (represented by caspase 3 in our model) was taken as a downstream readout of apoptotic cell death signaling and the time--course of its activation was measured (at the level of single cells) in our MC simulations. Earlier studies indicated that the type 1/type 2 choice is death receptor specific [15, 29] as one type of death ligand activates a specific death receptor (or a few specific receptors) and different death receptors may have different expression levels for a given cell type. It is reasonable to assume that decoy receptors are also ligand specific and their expression level varies depending on the decoy receptor considered. DCR1 and DCR2 (TRAIL--R3 and TRAIL--R4), for example, are specific for TRAIL and not relevant for FasL induced apoptosis [5] . Therefore, it should be noted that the death receptors/ligands simulated here capture the effect of only one type of receptor/ligand pairs (such as Fas/FasL or DR4--DR5/TRAIL), not the combined effect of all the death receptors/ligands on a given cell type. As we include DCR 1/DCR 2 in our current simulations results are most relevant for TRAIL induced apoptosis. Even though we simulate some major components of the apoptotic death regulatory pathway that are essential for addressing the type 1/type 2 choice in cancer cells, it has several simplifying assumptions. In our model, functionally similar molecules (pro--or anti--apoptotic) are coarse--grained by a representative protein. Bcl--2 (B cell lymphoma protein 2), for example, represents all the Bcl--2 family proteins (such as Bcl--2, Bcl--xL, Mcl--1) with similar anti--apoptotic properties. The present model do not consider the following: (i) synthesis and degradation of signaling molecules [30] and (ii) engagement of other pathways (such as NFκβ) by components of the apoptotic death pathway [2, 31] . Hybrid Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of apoptotic cell death signaling We developed a hybrid Monte Carlo simulation that combines the following two approaches: (1) a probabilistic rate constant based (implicit free energy) kinetic Monte Carlo simulation for various reaction moves such as diffusion, binding/unbinding and catalytic cleavage; (2) an explicit free--energy based kinetic Monte Carlo model that captures clustering of receptor molecules utilizing energy function based diffusion moves. At each Monte Carlo (MC) step, one molecule was sampled (on average) once to allow for either diffusion or a reaction move. Acceptance/Rejection of the moves was carried out based on either through the probability constants (in implicit energy MC) or by the Metropolis criteria (in explicit energy MC) and ensures detailed balance is satisfied. A simulation volume of 1.2 × 1.2 × 1.2 µm 3 (corresponding to a 60 × 60 × 60 lattice with lattice spacing Δx = 20 nm) is chosen in such a manner that the number of molecules (for each molecular species) is equal to the nanomolar concentration. Death and decoy receptors are placed on one surface of the simulation lattice where they engage death ligands placed on a surface parallel to death / decoy receptor surface. Cytochrome c /Smac is initially localized in an 18 × 18 × 18 sub--lattice within the intracellular volume. Each MC step (ΔT) is chosen to be 10 --4 s based on known mobility of cytosolic molecules [15] . A typical simulation is run for 10 8 MC steps. Kinetic reaction rates (such as kon /koff ) and molecular concentrations were obtained from values reported in the literature (mostly from [27] ) [32] and utilized in our previous work [14, 15, 19, 33] (unless specified otherwise). In our studies of cancer cells, concentrations of over--expressed molecules are provided (fold over--expression was defined with respect to concentrations used in simulating apoptosis in healthy cells). In simulating selective apoptotic activation in cancer cells the following death receptor levels were used: 100 (for cells with type 1 susceptibility) and 20 (for cells with type 2 susceptibility). We used 20 molecules for the decoy receptors (not considered in our earlier studies) except for one set of simulations where it was set to zero. Death ligand concentration was varied in our simulations to study the effect of its variation on the type 1/type 2 choice. The number of death adaptor proteins and cFLIP was taken to be 30 (unless stated otherwise) [27, 32, 34] , which is comparable to the expression level of pro--caspase 8 molecules used in our simulations. Such a kinetic MC scheme allows rigorous study of the type 1/type 2 choice problem, which is essentially a dynamical problem. Details of our simulation method can be found in our earlier works. Single cell data analysis Each run of our Monte Carlo simulation corresponds to apoptotic activation in a single cell, thus, data obtained from Monte Carlo runs can capture cell--to--cell stochastic variability (including inherent variability) in signaling activation. Each run of the simulation corresponds to activation at a single cell level. Statistical analysis was carried out using data obtained from many single cell runs (64 runs were used in current simulations). We define the following parameters for quantitatively assessing the extent of type 1 and type 2 activations: Ntype1 /(Ntype1 + Ntype2 ) and Ntype2 /(Ntype1 + Ntype2 ), where Ntype1 and Ntype2 represents the number of active caspase 3 molecules generated by caspase 8 and caspase 9, respectively. In our simulations, the type 1 (or type 2) activation was estimated at a time when caspase 3 molecules undergone half--maximal activation. Average and standard deviation (measure of fluctuation) in type 1/ type 2 activation fraction was estimated based on 64 single cell runs. At the level of single cells, a cell was called a type 1 cell if Ntype1 /(Ntype1 + Ntype2 ) > 0.5 (more than 50% of activation was through the type 1 pathway).
Results

Increasing death ligand concentration increases type 1 activation in cancer cells
Concentrations of apoptotic and anti-apoptotic molecules in the death signaling pathway is cell type specific. In cancer cells, such cell type specific variability is presumably much more pronounced as cancer cells found to exhibit genomic instability and aberrant expression of both pro-and anti-apoptotic molecules (in a cancer-type specific manner). Such variability may also exist among genetically heterogenous subpopulations within a given tumor cell [35, 36] . However, some of the key anti-apoptotic molecules such as Bcl2 like proteins and XIAP are over-expressed in a large number of cancers [18, 37] and incorporated in our simulations of typical cancer cells. We also assume moderate over-expression of apoptotic Bid and Bax molecules (in many cancers inhibition of Bcl2 like proteins results in mitochondrial cytochrome c release and apoptosis activation) [19] . We study the effect of variation in death ligands on apoptotic activation (type 1/type 2 choice) in such representative cancer cells.
When DL concentration is low (~ 2 molecules on 1.2 × 1.2 µm 2 cell surface), very high XIAP expression (~ 3 fold or higher) suppresses type 2 apoptosis as XIAP strongly inhibits caspase 9 activation. Only weak type 1 activation was observed under such low DL concentrations. Increased DL concentration resulted in markedly increased apoptosis and also increased activation through the type 1 pathway (Figure 2) . However, the type 1 activation seemed to proceed only after Smac was released from mitochondria and XIAP was inhibited [14, 38, 39] . In this type 2 assisted type 1 mode of activation, the time to cytochrome c/Smac release exhibited significant stochastic variability mainly due to cell-to-cell stochastic fluctuations in activation of the membrane module. In contrast, when cancer cells had regular XIAP levels but decreased death adaptor proteins and increased cFLIP, death ligands induced weak type 2 activation (Figure 3 ) with its characteristics large cell-to-cell variability (Figure 4 ). Combined effect of decoy receptors, lower adaptor protein levels and higher cFLIP was to impair DISC formation and pro-caspase 8 processing. Such weak type 2 activation might explain resistant cancer cells such as DCR2 expressing cells of MCF-7 breast cancer cell line [31] . Here also, increased DL concentration resulted in increased fraction of type 1 activation (Figure 3 ). In corresponding healthy cells (when over-expressions of pro-and anti-apoptotic molecules are removed), low level of death ligand induction mainly activated the type 2 pathway but the activation was switched to type 1 dominant mode with increasing ligand concentrations ( Figure 5 ) [15] . For healthy cells equipped with low level (~ 10 molecules) of adaptor proteins and comparable amount of death and decoy receptors (as in Figure 5 ), the decoy receptors DCR2 [31] had a stronger anti-apoptotic effect than DCR1 when intermediate level (~ 10 molecules) of death ligand was used in our simulations. In Figure  6 , we show distinct clustering mechanisms for DCR1 and DCR2 and this may explain differences in apoptotic activation observed between DCR1 and DCR2. In cancer cells, when Bcl2 is 10 fold overexpressed along with moderate over-expression (~ 5 fold) of Bid (BH3 only proteins) and Bax / Bak, increased concentrations of death ligand induction change the activation from type 2 dominant mode to type 1 dominant mode (Figure 7 ).
Mechanisms for selective killing of cancer cells by TRAIL induction (apoptotic vulnerability in the membrane module of cancer cells) Genome and proteome of cancer cells are markedly different from that in healthy cells and such differences may allow selective targeting and elimination of cancer cells. In many cases, the inherent state of the membrane module (including the death receptor expression) in cancer cells is more susceptible to apoptotic activation than that in healthy cells. Recent experiments indicated that expression of death receptors DR4 and/or DR5 (TRAIL receptors) can be high in certain cancer cells [31, 40] . In addition, DR4/DR5 and other death receptors can be upregulated by chemotherapeutic agents and also by genetic mechanisms [40] [41] [42] [43] . In addition, death adaptor proteins might have lower expression levels in healthy cells (such as that are prone to type 2 activation [27] ) and/or its expression can be induced selectively in certain cancer cells [40] . In a more general manner, it might be possible to alter the inherent proteomic and lipidomic state of the plasma membrane by chemotherapeutic treatments. For example, XIAP inhibitor embelin has been found to induce down-regulation of sFLIP in malignant glioma cells [41] . Based on this observation we simulated apoptosis activation in silico for cancer cells showing highly expressed DR4/DR5 (~ 100 molecules) [41] [42] [43] or Apaf proteins (~ 100 nanomolar) [44] , as well as downregulated cFLIP (~ 10 nanomolar) [41] . In corresponding normal cells expression levels of DR4 /DR5 and Apaf were assumed to be low-to-moderate. Significant expression of cFLIP (~ 30 nanomolar) was used for healthy cells. As discussed in the methods section, two different scenarios for decoy receptors (for DCR1 and DCR2) were simulated for TRAIL induced clustering of DR4/DR5. We considered two possible strategies for selectively activating the death receptor induced pathway in cancer cells. The type 2 pathway can be activated in cells for which DR expression is not very high (DR / DCR ~ 1), Bid and Bax type proteins are over-expressed to some extent, apoptotic inhibitors Bcl2 and XIAP are either not highly expressed or those can be inhibited (such as by embelin alone [45] or by combined treatment of ABT-737 and embelin [18] ), and, Apaf expression is significant (compared with healthy cells) [44] . In contrast, when the type 2 pathway remains strongly resistant to activation (such as due to low Bid-Bax levels and high Bcl2 like inhibitors) but large concentration of death receptors is either present or can be induced, activating the type 1 pathway turns out to be a better strategy. In either case, we observe selective killing of cancer cells while activation in healthy cells remain low. We present quantitative estimations of type 1 and type 2 activations (based on population averaged fraction of type 1 / type 2 activation over 64 single cell runs; see Methods). We can also assign a type 1/type 2 activation phenotype to each cell that has undergone sufficient effector caspase activation. For a single cell, if the type 1 activation exceeds 50% of total, then the cell is called a type 1 cell (see Methods).
(i) Selective killing of cancer cells under high affinity death ligand induction
In certain cancer cells the adaptor protein expression can be higher or it can be induced by genetic mechanisms (such as done for neural cancer cells [40] ). In such a scenario, it seems to be possible to selectively activate the apoptotic pathway in cancer cells by application of a very low concentration of death ligands (~ 2 molecules/1.44 µm 2 ). Even when the adaptor protein level in cancer cells is comparable to that in healthy cells it might still be possible to activate apoptosis in cancer cells using low concentration of death ligands (such as when DR/DCR ratio is high). In our simulations, DL = 2, DR = 10, DCR = 20 and adaptor = 10 (molecules) resulted in very weak activation in healthy cells (except for activation in a small number of cells with majority of cells getting activated through the type 2 pathway) (Figure 8) . For cancer cells, we assumed a 3-fold higher expression level for the death adaptor protein. As before, when the type 2 pathway is susceptible for activation in a cancer cell type (due to overexpressed Apaf and low/inhibited Bcl2), DR = 20, DCR = 20 and DL = 2 resulted in strong apoptotic induction (67% for DCR1 and 80% for DCR2 as shown in Figure 8 ) in the simulation time-scale of ~ 3 hrs. In contrast, when the DR4/DR5 concentration is high, moderately rapid activation of the type 1 pathway is possible even for low death ligand concentrations DL = 2 ( Figure 8 ). The ratio DR/DCR emerges as a key parameter that determines the extent of activation in the membrane proximal module as well as the extent of cell-to-cell stochastic variability in caspase 8 activation. In certain cases the type 1/type 2 choice at the level of single cells may differ from that estimated based on average over many cells. In our simulations for cancer cells equipped with high level of Apaf (type 2 susceptibility), type 1/type 2 choice estimated at the level of single cells (Table 1 ) differs from the estimation based on average type 1/type 2 activation (Figure 8) . Clearly, the type 1/type 2 choice in cancer cells is regulated at a systems level and is dependent on the inherent state of various signaling modules (Figure 1 ) in the apoptotic pathway.
We also considered the scenario where negligible amount of decoy receptors were present on cancer cells, as indicated by some earlier experimental studies [22, 23] . When DCR concentration was set to zero in our simulations, all of the single cells undergone nearly complete activation even for moderate level of death receptor (~ 20 molecules) and adaptor protein (~ 10 molecules) presence and low level (~ 2 molecules) of death ligand induction (data not shown). Such a result should also be relevant for FasL (CD95L) induced apoptosis if the selectivity is achieved for cancer cells or local application of FasL is possible. We also observed significant decrease in cell-to-cell variability in casapse 8 activation when DCR = 0 and a stochastic-to-deterministic transition might be possible to achieve through the type 2 pathway [19] . (ii) Selective killing of cancer cells under low affinity death ligand induction We next considered the case when TRAIL affinity for death receptors DR4/DR5 is low (Kd ~ 10 µM). The affinity of the death ligand for decoy receptors was assumed to be similar to that for death receptors. Such low affinity death ligands might remain protective even for normal cells that have significant expression levels of both death and decoy receptors (as well as other membrane--proximal apoptotic molecules). In Figure 9 , apoptotic activation data is shown for healthy and cancer cells. Irrespective of the pathway (type 1/type 2) of activation, we observed selective killing of cancer cells while healthy cells were mostly protected. For DL = 5, the average time--to--death and cell--to--cell variability was estimated to be approximately two to three fold higher in healthy cells than in cancer cells.
In Figure  9 , we present quantitative estimations of type 1 and type 2 activations (based on average over 64 single cells). Consistent with the data shown in Figure  9 , for certain types of cancer (or for some cells within a tumor population) a mixed type 1/type 2 activation phenotype will be the mode of activation. Our type 2 activation data (for both high and low affinity ligands) should be relevant for apoptosis induction in certain neural cancers as recent experimental data indicates selective activation of intrinsic apoptosis in glioblastoma cells by a combined treatment of TRAIL and embelin [41] . Strong caspase 9 activation in those experiments seems to indicate activation through the type 2 pathway. From our simulations for low affinity ligands, single cell data for caspase 9 and caspase 3 activation ( Figure 10 ) provide further insights into selective killing of cancer cells. In cancer cells cell--to--cell variability in caspase 3 activation is markedly reduced compared with that in healthy cells. A quantitative scoring approach can be developed for choosing optimal death ligand concentration needed for selective killing of cancer cells. In this scoring approach quantitative assessment can be done for various key factors such as: (i) number of cells undergoing apoptotic activation in a given simulation time (highest score of 10 for 100% apoptosis) (ii) average time--to--death (highest score of 5 for Td = 0 to lowest 0 when Td equals the maximum simulation time), (iii) cell--to--cell variability in Td (the case with cell--to--cell variability equals to half--maximal simulation time is assigned a score of 0 and no cell--to--cell variability is assigned a maximum score of 5), (iv) number of apoptosis in corresponding healthy cells (highest score of 10 for 0% apoptosis). When we applied this quantitative method for cancer cells equipped with high death receptor (DR = 100), DL = 5--10 turned out to be the optimal DL level. The following death ligand levels DL = 2, 5 and 10 were analyzed based on data shown in Figure  7 . Such a quantitative data analysis approach can be more generally applicable, such as to find optimal ligand avidity or optimal combinatorial treatment options, for selective apoptotic activation in cancer cells. Table 2 . Quantitative scoring for choosing optimal death ligand concentration We also studied death ligands having increased affinity for decoy receptors than death receptors to probe whether such ligands could selectively induce apoptosis in cancer cells. When expression of death receptors (DR4 / DR5) is significant in healthy cells (cells that will be under the action of chemotherapeutic drugs), but still the DR/ DCR ratio is larger in cancer cells compared to that in healthy cells, engineered ligands that target the death receptors with lower than usual affinity (~ nanomolar) might allow minimal cytotoxicity in normal cells. The affinity for decoy receptors remains in the usual nanomolar range so that most ligands bind to decoy receptors on normal cells instead of death receptors. Even TRAIL (the natural death ligand) might bind with DCR2 with slightly higher effective affinity (than that for DR4/DR5) due to elongated and rigid extracellular structure of DCR2 [28] . In our simulations, for healthy cells we assumed DR = 10 and DCR = 20, whereas, for cancer cells DCR is still 20 molecules but DR / DCR ≥ 1. When the type 2 pathway is susceptible for activation, DR ~ 20 (DR / DCR ~ 1) and DL ~ 10 are sufficient for significant apoptotic induction in cancer cells (Figure 11 ). In a similar manner, when high levels of anti--apoptotic proteins (such as Bcl2) makes the type 2 pathway particularly resistant but DR4 / DR5 expression is high (either constitutively or induced by genetic or other mechanisms), then the type 1 activation can be achieved in a selective manner as shown in Figure 11 . However, such a strategy, based on lower affinity ligands for the death receptor, would fail if the decoy receptor expression on cancer cells is higher than that of the death receptor. [15] ). In our simulations, the type 2 activation in cancer cells exhibits its characteristic all--or--none type behavior with large cell--to--cell variability [17, 33] . Therefore, type 2 to type 1 transition seems to allow a stochastic--to--deterministic change in apoptotic activation. In certain cancers, such a stochastic--to--deterministic change (through type 2 to type 1 transition) will be possible to achieve by combinatorial treatments, such as by the combined action of TRAIL and XIAP inhibitors [3, 14, 18] . Incorporation of decoy receptors in our current study introduces additional complexity into the type 1/ type 2 choice problem in apoptotic activation. Significant amount of decoy receptor expression on healthy cells, as observed in some early studies [22, 23] , largely limited the apoptotic activation (often with a type 2 phenotype) under low level of death ligand induction. In a similar manner, decoy receptors on cancer cells significantly diminished apoptotic activation (especially when the death ligand concentration was low) [31] . The DR / DCR ratio emerged as key parameter controlling apoptotic activation and cell--to--cell variability. Our Monte Carlo simulations could provide a clear insight into the mechanisms of two different types of decoy receptors. For the case of DCR1, the decoy receptors are pre--clustered (possibly in lipid raft domains [2] ), and, recruits death ligands in those clusters. Thus, upon death ligand induction death receptors cluster separately but the death receptors now compete (for ligands) with already clustered decoy receptors. For DCR2, death ligand induction leads to hetero--clusters of death (only DR5) and decoy receptors resulting in reduced clustering / proximity of procaspase 8 molecules (as only the death receptors but not the decoy receptors recruit procasapse 8). Under conditions of low level of available death adaptor proteins anti--apoptotic effect of DCR2 is possibly stronger than that of DCR1. Stronger anti--apoptotic effect of DCR1 might also be observed in some other situations. Hence, it might be possible to modulate the anti--apoptotic effect of decoy receptors through variation in the DCR1/DCR2 ratio on a given cell type. How to selectively target the apoptotic pathways in cancer cells, that would spare normal cells, has been a key question in cancer biology and cancer therapy. Here, results obtained from our computational studies elucidate mechanisms of selective killing of cancer cells under TRAIL therapy. We show that inherent differences in the DR/DCR ratio (death receptor to decoy receptor ratio) between cancer and healthy cells may provide a mechanism for TRAIL induced selective killing of cancer cells. The DR/DCR ratio modulates cell--to--cell variability in apoptotic activation generating crucial differences in apoptotic activation between cancer and healthy cells. It might also be possible to activate other death ligand mediated pathways for certain cancer types (such as Fas--FasL for brain tumors [40] ). For the case of Fas--FasL, the relative abundance of death receptors on tumor and healthy cells presumably provides a mechanism for selectivity [40, 42] . In some situations, the death receptor (and/or other pro--apoptotic molecules in the membrane) expression can even be induced in cancer cells by genetic or other techniques [40] , leading to selective apoptotic activation in cancer cells. In a more general manner, inherent (or induced) differences in expression levels of receptor and/or other molecules in the membrane proximal module and their membrane organization [46] , between cancer and healthy cells, may generate selectivity in cancer cell targeting. In addition, such inherent (or induced) differences may exist in downstream signaling modules (such as high Apaf expression in certain neural cancer cells [44] ) contributing to robust selectivity in death ligand induced cancer cell apoptosis. In the cases where high level of anti--apoptotic proteins are also present (such as cFLIP, Bcl2 and XIAP), combination therapy with TRAIL and inhibitor molecules will help achieve high selectivity in cancer cell apoptosis [3, 18] . One may also consider affinity variant recombinant death ligands in the following manners: (i) low affinity ligands for specific death and decoy receptors, (ii) ligands selective for specific decoy receptors (low affinity for death receptors) and (iii) ligands selective for specific death receptors (low affinity for decoy receptors). In this study, we considered the possibility of using low affinity recombinant TRAIL as a strategy to enhance selectivity in cancer cell killing. Based on our results, it is expected that such low affinity ligands will allow binding of majority of death ligands to decoy receptors on healthy cells leading to fewer apoptosis of those cells. In this context, large cell--to--cell variability (in apoptotic activation) and slow activation can be protective for healthy cells. Therefore, cell--to--cell variability provides new insights into the problem of understanding the mechanism of selective killing of cancer cells. In such a scoring approach quantitative assessment can be based on several key factors such as: maximize cancer cells killing while keeping healthy cell killing at a minimal level, minimize cell--to--cell variability and time--to--death in cancer cell killing. In this study, we have applied a scoring method for low affinity death ligand induction (for apoptosis activation data in Figure 7 ) to find the optimal death ligand level needed for selectively inducing cancer cell apoptosis. Such a quantitative data analysis method can also be useful for analyzing single cell activation data in experimental and clinical settings. . DL = 100, DR = 100 and DCR = 100 was used in our simulations. 
